SECURITY SYSTEM FOR NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS
TODAY’S SMART CENTERS WILL PROVIDE ENERGY TO TOMORROW’S SMART CITIES
From devices to homes, from institutions to cities, being classified as “smart” is an indicator of quality and comfort. This require thinking access control in the context of smart systems Because, wouldn’t it be ironic if you activated your IoT supported
combi from work as the day ends, and struggled to open your door because you left your key at the workplace with the haste of
having the rest of the evening to yourself in the comfort and warmth of your house. Access control is an integral part of changing urban landscape, and when even homes are benefiting from it, protecting critical centers such as labs and nuclear power
plants with traditional methods would be an even bigger irony. In this connected world, staying out of this wide and enabling
net would be at your disadvantage.
Hesitating about where would you like to stand in this net and at which point you would join this revolution will bring you nıthing
but a burdensome fuss. Biometric systems are becoming smarter and smarter, and they are rapidly becoming scalable, adaptable, easy to integrate and connect. This fitness for the main theme of our times, connectedness makes biometric security
fully trustable, singular, and easy to benefit from. Thus, relying on traditional methods for critical centers security would be an
inefficient and discordant way to go

LET US FORTIFY YOUR POWER PLANTS WITH OUR CENTRALLY-CONTROLLED
SMART BIOMETRIC SYSTEMS.
Did you know that behind most security breaches at critical centers lie stolen personnel IDs and PINs?
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ONLY YOUR BIOMETRIC DATA IS FULLY YOURS, IT IS UNIQUE, IT CANNOT BE COPIED, LOST OR STOLEN.
WE USE MULTIPLE BIOMETRIC IDENTIFIERS FOR ENHANCED SECURITY. THIS IS CALLED MULTI-MODEL BIOMETRIC SYSTEMS OR MULTI-BIOMETRICS.
We follow every step from the entrances to the exits with multiple biometric verification.

BIOMETRIC VEHICLE RECOGNITION AND VEHICLE X-RAY
The vehicle entrance points we establish comprise of multiple checkpoints. Every vehicle that enters the center is first scanned to every nook and corner with a vehicle X-Ray. On the way to the second checkpoint, we
have a plate recognition system based not on the traditional OCR but artificial intelligence for higher accuracy,
and determine whether the vehicle is authorized to enter the complex. On the second checkpoint, we perform
iris and facial scanning to determine whether the driver is also authorized or whether the vehicle and the driver
matches. This three-step verification ensures that the center is protected against all possible scenarios from
unauthorized access to access misuse.
FINGERPRINT AND IRIS SCANNER-INTEGRATED TURNSTILES AND X-RAY SCANNER FOR BELONGINGS
At the main entrances of the centers, we perform fingerprint or iris scanning to verify the identities of pedestrians. If the incoming persons are visitors or new employees unregistered into the system, our biometric registration station is at your service to take the encrypted iris and facial data of access-requesting persons into
the central database. Through the inventory and belonging X-Ray, we make sure that all the items are screened
before being admitted into the complex.Through the cameras placed on every floor and area, we keep record of
the places the guests visited during their time at the center.
WE MONITOR EVERY VISITOR
via our net of cameras encircling all floors and areas constantly and can offer a full and consistent map of their
whereabouts.
FACIAL RECOGNITION AND MOVEMENT MAPS
Every employee and visitor in the complex is is monitored via facial recognition and their movement maps indicating the places they visit during the day are created and kept within the system for reference purposes in
cases of necessity.We repeat the biometric recognition process on every floor.
INSTANT FACIAL RECOGNITION VIA CCTV
ia CCTV cameras installed in and out of the complex, we conduct extensive identification and verification. In
case of unauthorized access attempts to certain areas, our automatic warning system gets activated and the
attempt is blocked. This ensures that the full control of and access to the whole complex is fairly apportioned
among the employees with regard to the rank and responsibilities, and encourages workplace collaboration in
addition to strengthening the security.

SINCE ALL THESE MODULES ARE MAINTAINED AND MONITORED FROM ONE CENTRAL SYSTEM,
WHEN NEEDED, THE SECURITY AND ACCESS DATA CAN BE COMPILED FULLY AND COHERENTLY AND AID THE MANAGING AUTHORITIES TO ASSESS THE OVERALL SECURITY OF THEIR CRITICAL CENTERS.
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